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RECYCLING THE VALLEY
TELL DAMIYAH EXCAVATIONS 2016
Zeidan Kafafi
Lucas Petit

ABSTRACT

I: INTRODUCTION

T

General objectives and importance of the
project

he seventh excavation season at Tell
Damiyah took place from the 25th of
September until the 20th of October,
2016. It was a joint project between the
Dutch National Museum of Antiquities,
represented by Lucas Petit, and the
Yarmouk University, represented by Zeidan
Kafafi. Work was carried out in 3 squares
on the south-eastern summit of the Tell,
and one square on the lower terrace towards
the southwest (Fig. 1). The main goal was
to study the Late Iron Age levels and to
relate the findings to other Iron Age sites in
the vicinity. The 2016 season uncovered
additional remains of a burned complex
dated to the 7th century BC. Several objects,
among them a clay bulla with cuneiform
signs and Assyrian Palace Ware, found in a
previous season, point to a relationship with
the Neo-Assyrian Empire, but also some
Ammonite,
Egyptian and CyproPhoenician objects or ceramics were
encountered. Cultic activities can be
assumed. During the 2016 seasons more
information was gathered about this public
building and the occupation remains
underneath it. In the squares on the summit,
several Persian-Hellenistic silos and
Byzantine and Ottoman graves were
investigated, in order to learn more about
the latest occupation remains at Tell
Damiyah.

Recent archaeological and associated
research has discovered intriguing shortterm occupation activity in the Central
Jordan Valley during most of the first
millennium BC. Unknown in Near Eastern
archaeology and even beyond, this form of
sedentary occupation system forces
scientists to widen their geographical scope
in order to understand how those people
have interacted with the surrounding areas.
Inhabitants of the Central Jordan Valley
during Iron Age II and the Persian Period
were avowedly involved in a continious
process of migration and return migration,
to search for the most favorite areas with a
sedentary way of life. Due to a complete
lack of research in the foothills and on the
plateau east of the Central Jordan Valley,
archaeologist can only guess where the
migrating people went to in times of
difficulties.
The project Recycling a Valley intends to
systematically investigate the role of the
Central Jordan for the region during Iron
Age II and the Persian Period. It continues
at the point where other projects stopped: 1)
the study in detail of the role of Tell
Damiyah in the valley that seems as one of
the sites have been occupied almost without
occupation breaks, 2) the investigation of
settlements on the eastern plateau to see

3
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how their occupation system relates to the
habitation of the Central Jordan Valley
during the first millennium BC, and 3) the
bounding of previous studies into one
coherent picture. On one hand this project
will come up with intriguing new
information about the first millennium BC
sites, with evidence of destructive
earthquakes, far distance trade and creative
solutions against severe climatologic
conditions, and on the other hand it will
place investigated ancient settlements into
the broader first millennium BC society.
Recycling a Valley is a stimulating story

35.5466003417969). The site is surrounded
from three sides by Katar-hills (the Ras
Zaqqum, the Sha’sha’a and the Damiyah
Katar) and 500 meter east of the Jordan
River (Fig. 3). Across this river, at the
western side, situates the Jiftik and the Marj
en-Na’jeh belonging to the Nablus district
in Palestine. Tell Damiyah is considered the
most southern settlement with Iron Age
occupation in the Jordan Valley, beside
tells situated in oases (e.g. Jericho, Tell
Nimrin and Tell Hammam). The site covers
an area of approximately 3 hectares at the
bottom and has relatively steep slopes all

Fig. 2: The Zor, close to Tell Damiyah.

about people with emotions, creativeness
and a long term vision of how to survive a
fertile but unpredictable environment. The
project will re-define terms like sedentary
and migration archaeologically and as a
consequence will make people aware of preand historical solutions to recycle lands.
TELL DAMIYAH
The archaeological site of Tell Damiyah is
situated in the Zor (Fig. 2), directly south of
the confluence of the Zerqa and the Jordan
River (Lat. 32.1040000915527, Lon.

4

around, rising approximately 17 meters
above the recent walking surface. It
consists of two parts, the upper tell and the
lower terrace that occupies the western and
southern sides. Especially the upper Tell
has a strategic position and commands
today the Prince Muhammad (General AlLinbi) Bridge over the Jordan River. In
addition, it dominates the N-S road through
the Jordan Valley and the E-W road
connecting ancient Ammon with the Wadi
Far’ah. The area in which the site is
situated is very fertile and today well
irrigated.
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Fig. 3: Tell Damiyah (MEGA number: 2750, DAAHL Site number: 353200251).

Tell Damiyah is one of the few sites with a
continuous occupation during the Iron Ages
(Petit et al. 2006; Petit 2008; Petit 2009:
103-49). This fact is remarkable when
recounting the parallel discontinuity of the
other Iron Age sites in the area (e.g.
Yassine 1988; Van der Kooij 2001; Petit
2009). Small soundings at this settlement
mound in 2004 and 2005 (Excavation
permits 59/2004 and 59/2005) by Dr. Lucas
Petit and Dr. Omar al-Ghul (Yarmouk
University) and in 2012 and 2013 by Dr.
Lucas Petit (Excavation permit 23/2012 and
56/2013) has resulted in intriguing
information about the late Iron Age
occupation and the Neo-Assyrian presence
along the river Jordan (Kaptijn et al. 2005;
Petit et al. 2006; Petit 2009), and about the
Byzantine Period (Petit in press). In 2012 it
was decided to start an in-depth study of
the site of Tell Damiyah in order to
understand the role of the Middle Jordan
Valley. Under the auspice of the National
Museum of Antiquities in the Netherlands,
an international team of archaeologists and
specialists opened four squares along a
former bulldozer cut. In 2013, 2014 and
2015 the excavations were continued in the
same squares. Preliminary results of the
2012 until 2015 seasons will soon be
published in the Annual of the Department
of Antiquities (Petit in press; Kafafi and
Petit in press) and are published in the

journal of Near Eastern Archaeology (Petit
and Kafafi 2016) and AJA online (Kafafi
and Petit 2016).
Excavation work in 2016 was resumed at
the site of Tell Damiyah as a joint
Jordanian-Dutch
project
under
the
directorship of Zeidan Kafafi of the
Yarmouk University and Lucas Petit of the
Dutch National Museum of Antiquities.
With the cooperation of the Department of
Antiquities of Jordan, represented by Rami
Fraihat. The team worked between the 25th
of September until the 20th of October
2016. The aim of this season was to get a
more substantial view of the site’s history.
Excavation work continued in the squares
opened in 2004, 2005, 2012, 2013, 2014
and 2015 (area A) (Fig. 4). One square was
reopened in area B, at the southwestern foot
of the site, to check the existence of buildup structures in that area. Tell Damiyah is
one of the few sites in the Southern Levant
with Neo-Assyrian objects, including
cuneiform writings. Furthermore, the
spectacular discovery of a Byzantine
cemetery on top of Tell Damiyah is
valuable to understand the late-Antiquity in
the Jordan Valley. Erosion processes on the
southern summit created by a bulldozer’s
cut make archaeological research extremely
urgent.
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Fig. 4: Site plan with location of squares (drawing by M. Bataineh).

TEAM OF 2016
Zeidan Kafafi (co-director), Lucas Petit
(co-director),
Rami
Fraihat
(DoA
representative),
Yousef
al-Zu'bi
(photographer), Muwaffaq Bataineh (area
supervisor, surveyor and draughtsman),
Luc Amkreutz (square supervisor),
Diederik Halbertsma (square supervisor),
Sanaa Azaizeh (square supervisor), Heba
Abu Dalu (square supervisor), Raghad
Khalayleh (square supervisor), and Mariette
Grimbergen (housekeeper).
PREVIOUS STUDIES AND REPORTS
Victor Guérin was the first who recognised
the importance of Tell Damiyah (Guérin

6

1869: 238-40), although others like Irby
and Mangles in 1818, William Lynch in
1848 and Charles van de Velde in 1851
must have directly passed the site during
their travels (Irby and Mangles 1823: 32526; Lynch 1855: 249-50; Van de Velde
1854: 321). John William McGarvey, who
visited the site in 1879, mentioned the ruins
of a building on its top and near the eastern
end (1881:350). From 1880 onwards the
site was visited and surveyed many times
(e.g. Albright 1926: 47; Glueck 1951: 32931; Yassine et al. 1988: 191) (Fig. 5). The
survey teams found pottery from the
following main periods: LB II, Iron I, Iron
II,
Persian,
Early
Roman,
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Fig. 5: One of the oldest Photograph of Tell Damiyah (©American Colony, ca. 1920-1933).

Byzantine and Islamic.
Archaeological
excavations
were
undertaken by Petit in 2004 and 2005
(Kaptijn et al. 2005; Petit et al. 2006; Petit
2009). During these first two seasons the
main objectives were to rescue and
document the uncovered archaeological
remains in the bulldozer cut (Squares I-III).
Archaeological research was continued
from 2012 onwards.
II: METHODOLOGY
Fieldwork
The excavation methods equal the methods
executed and worked out by the joint Dayr
‘Alla project. Small excavation units (max.
5x5m) with baulks in between were made
to guarantee a good stratigraphic overview
of the site. Information were saved by top
plan- and section-drawings as well as

digital photographs. Most drawings were
made with a scale of 1:20, except for the
human remains, which were drawn at 1:10.
In 2012 and 2013 it was agreed upon to
rebury all human remains at Tell Damiyah
(Byzantine and Ottoman Period) after a
short study at the dig house. All special
finds were measured in (x, y and z).
Archaeobotanic, Archaeozoological and
soil samples were taken from ‘clean’
contexts.
A database, exclusively designed for the
Tell Damiyah excavation, was facilitating
all team members in the dig house. Data,
including photographs and drawings, of
past-excavations are stored and available in
the dig house.
MATERIAL CULTURE
Portable finds were taken to the dig house,
washed (if the condition allowed it), drawn
7
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and photographed. They were numbered,
packed and stored in boxes. Broken pottery
was mended if possible.
III: RESULTS (STRATIGRAPHY AND FINDS)
Excavations
Work in 2016 was carried out in two areas:
area A on the summit of the Tell, and area
B on the western lower terrace. Excavation
operations in area A were carried out in
three squares aiming at getting more
information of the Late Iron Age (8th-6th
centuries BCE) and the Persian/Hellenistic
Period (5th-3rd centuries BCE). The results
will be compared with material culture
from other contemporaneous sites located
in the Jordan Valley. We reopened one of
the squares in area B at the lower terrace to
further explore the nature and extension of
the occupation at Tell Damiyah. Other
similar sites in the Jordan Valley did show
lower settlement areas and cemeteries at the
foot of the site, such as Tell Mazar and Tell
es-Sa'idiyyeh.

Fig. 6: One of the female figurines.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS IN AREA A
The youngest remains in area A discovered
during previous seasons are numerous
graves from the Ottoman and Byzantine
Periods. More than 40 burials were
excavated and studies, some of them
yielded funeral objects such as beads.
Those graves as well as several large
Persian and Hellenistic storage pits filled
with animal fodder, did cut Iron Age layers.
During the previous seasons, the remains of
a large rectangular public building from
those late Iron Age layers, measuring
approximately 14m x 5m, were revealed. It
was burnt down completely, probably at the
beginning of the 7th century BCE.
The interior walls were plastered with a
lime-plaster, as was a platform constructed
against the most western wall. Several
pottery stands and figurines, both of horses
and females (Fig. 6), were discovered in
and outside this building and cultic
activities can be assumed. Especially the
excellent condition of those figurines and
the remains of two anthropomorphic statues
are unique objects that have only a few
parallels (Fig. 7). Moreover, a clay bulla
with cuneiform signs (found in 2004),
Assyrian Palace Ware, few Egyptian
objects
and
Cypro-Phoenician
and
Ammonite pottery sherds indicated
relationships with the Jordanian Highland,
Lebanon, Mesopotamia and Egypt. During
the 2015 season the excavators continued
investigating this important building, the
sparse remains of an adjacent construction
and some older occupation remains. The
head of an anthropomorphic statue was
discovered near the northern wall together
with two animal skulls nicely placed on the
walking surface (Fig. 8).
Three more complete female figurines were
encountered in courtyard layers towards the
southeast of the main building. These
objects were probably used during an
earlier stage, implying that Tell Damiyah
was used as a sanctuary during the Late
Iron Age. The excavators suggest that Tell
Damiyah was a significant and international
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centre for worshipping during the late Iron
Ages along two major trade routes and
close to one of the few fords crossing the
Jordan River.

Fig. 8: Two animal skulls in the sanctuary.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF AREA B

Fig. 7: Anthropomorphic pottery stand
excavated in 2015. Photo: Yousef al-Zu'bi.

The work in area B resulted in the
discovery of several graves and deep round
pits which dates are still unknown. There is,
however, clear evidence of a large
industrial area using intense fires: multiple
layers of ash were found in the most
western square (Fig. 9). No structures were
detected yet and the finds were limited in
number, but it is too early to conclude a
complete absence of any lower settlement.

Fig. 9: Ash layers that were cut by a bell-shaped pit in area B.
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Fig. 10: The 2015 excavations at Tell Damiyah.
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The co-directors of the project would like
to thank the Department of Antiquities of
Jordan, represented by His Excellency the
director general Dr. Monther Jamhawi for
his continuous support and facilitating all
difficulties to achieve the main goals of the
project. Thanks are due to the Dutch
National Museum of Antiquities and the
Yarmouk University who financed the
project. The co-directors were privileged to
have an excellent team and appreciated the
work of all locals who helped on the
excavation and in the house. As always, it
was a pleasure to stay in the Station for
Archaeological Studies in Deir ‘Alla and
we would express much gratitude to the
Yarmouk University for housing us.

The excavation results of 2016 at Tell
Damiyah have resulted in a better picture of
the occupation during the late 8th and 7th
century BC. Although heavily disturbed by
Persian and Hellenistic pits as well as later
burials and the bulldozer, the remains of
two rectangular buildings dated to the early
7th century BC could be discerned further.
There is a clear relation with the NeoAssyrian empire as well with Ammon and
the western areas. But what the exact role
of Tell Damiyah in this period is still
pending and needs further research. Was
this building some sort of trading post, or
an Assyrian fort as was previously thought?
Or was Tell Damiyah a religious centre
with
the
white-plastered
building
functioned as a temple? That the site had
some cultic role show the discoveries in the
layer underneath those mud brick buildings.
The figurines and statues are likely
arguments to assume some religious
activity. But in more or less contemporary
layers, cooking pots and loom weights were
found, implying that Tell Damiyah was
much more than just a temple or a trading
colony around 700 BC. People were living
on the site, hunting, farming, producing
textile and possible trading.

TEAM OF 2015
Zeidan Kafafi (co-director), Lucas Petit
(co-director), Zeyad Ghunaimat (DoA
representative), Jeroen Rensen (area
supervisor and physical anthropologist),
Hendrik Uleners (area supervisor), Yousef
al-Zu'bi
(photographer),
Muwaffaq
Bataineh (area supervisor, surveyor and
draughtsman), Sophia
Tews (square
supervisor), Yannick Boswinkel (square
supervisor), Diederik Halbertsma (square
supervisor), and Mariette Grimbergen
(housekeeper).
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V: SITE EVALUATION
The condition of Tell Damiyah is relatively
good, especially if compared to the other
settlement mounds in the Jordan Valley.
This is mainly ascribed to its position
within military area, prohibiting people
from entering without a permit. The main
destruction to the site was carried out by
the military itself. Beside some trenches
made during the war of 1967, a bulldozer
had cut a deep trench in the southern
summit in 2003. This trench, almost three
meters wide caused massive erosion on its
site, especially before we could partly
stabilise the profiles. The trench was cut
from the bottom of the tell to the top. A
military watchtower on the summit of the
site was taken away in 2008 or 2009. Some
concrete blocks are still remaining.
CONSERVATION WORKS AND
MAINTENANCE
After the 2004 and 2005 excavation season
we stabilised the section of the bulldozer
and our excavation trenches with plastic,
stones and sediments. The result, seen
seven years later in 2012, was relatively
good. The profiles were in a relatively good
condition and it was decided to repeat the
same procedure in 2013. In 2016 we filled
part of the squares to protect the sections
and archaeological features.
VI: CHALLENGES
Ownership
The site is owned by three brothers of the
Ramadneh family of the Abbad Tribe.
Contact with the owners is excellent and
they were very interested in the work. They
visited the excavation regularly. An
undated written permit, signed by the
owners, is in the possession of the
Department of Antiquities.

might contain archaeological remains and
might thus be damaged by agricultural
activities. A military bulldozer created a
trench in the southern summit (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11: Bulldozer trench in 2004.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
It has to be admitted that till present the
excavators cannot come to final
conclusions. Nevertheless, the results of the
present
archaeological
excavations
indicated that the site played a major role in
the area especially during the Iron Age
periods. Several uncovered objects proved
the close and far distance relationship with
the other surrounding regions. To discuss,
more horizontal and vertical operations are
needed to explore more data from the
Bronze, Iron, and the Persian periods. Not
only to understand the Iron Age occupation
in the Jordan Valley, but also to unravel the
scarce Byzantine occupation in this valley.
In many ways the site of Tell Damiyah is
different from the other Tells in the area. Its
position along the Jordan River close to one
of the few fords, makes it a lovely place for
travellers in the past to visit and camp.
Further excavations can unravel the
mysteries of the late Iron Age, the role of
the Assyrians in this area and probably
much more.

LOOTING AND DESTRUCTION
There is no looting seen at the site. Fields
are ploughed around the site. Especially the
slightly elevated area southwest of the site
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DESCRIPTION, CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS
OF THE

ARTIFACTS EXCAVATED FROM UMM QAIS (SEASON 2013)

ATEF SHYIAB
AHMED AL-SHORMAN

The 2013 season of the archaeological
excavations at Gadara that undertaken by the
Department of Archaeology, Yarmouk
University, uncovered large number of
important archaeological artifacts such as:
pottery, glass, metal… etc. These artifacts
resemble the result of the people daily life
activities during the different occupation
phases in Gadara since the Hellenistic
throughout Ottoman periods. The finds were
cleaned, classified (according to material
types), drawn, photographed, dated and
classified again according to their function,
using typological and comparative study. A
collection of selected pottery sherds was
subjected to chemical, mineralogical,
microstructural, and thermal analyses
(archaeometry)
to
determine
their
provenance,
raw
materials,
and
manufacturing technologies that used in their
production. This will give more information
about the nature of occupation at Gadara,
trade and political relations with other
Decapolis and the entire southern Levant.
Most of the studies that curried out in
Gadara were focused on the classical
periods, therefore, more attention will be
paid on the Islamic periods. Moreover, the
archaeometric studies were neglected
compared
with
the
archaeological
excavations at Gadara. Archaeometry can
give answers to questions that can't be
answered by traditional archaeology, for
example, the development of pottery
production technology in Gadara.

Aims of the project
To classify and date the finds (mainly
pottery) through typological study.
To
determine
provenance,
raw
materials, manufacturing technology of
different
groups
of
pottery
using
archaeometry, in order to confirm the results
of typological analyses. This will give better
understand about the nature of the
occupation in Gadara and its relationship
with the other surrounding Decapolis.
Finally, we are grateful to the Dean of the
Scientific Research and Graduate Studies at
Yarmouk University, whom financially
support this project (No. 21/2014) with a
sum of 7035 JD. The publications of this
project are:
- Shyiab, A. and Al-Shorman, A. 2015. The
archaeological excavations at Umm Qais
"Gadara" north Jordan (2013 and 2014
seasons). Journal of the Faculty of
Archaeology, volume 18: 1 - 20, Cairo
University, Egypt. (In Arabic).
- Late Byzantine and Early Umayyad
cooking pots from Um Qais (Gadara):
refractoriness and raw materials, (In
progress).
- Late Roman pottery from Um Qais
(Gadara): archaeometric characterization,
(In progress).
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Summaries
of the

Master Theses
Defended at the

Faculty of Archaeology and
Anthropology

2016/2017

Linear Enamel Hypoplasia of the People
of Natfieh, Northern Jordan during the
Roman Byzantine Period.
Hadeel Bani Salman
Supervisor: Dr. Ali Khuweileh
A total of 306 teeth were recovered from the
archaeological site of Natfieh during the
2006 and 2007 seasons of excavation. They
have been studied for linear enamel
hypoplasia. Natfieh is an archaeological site
located about 5km southwest of modern city
of Irbid/ Jordan, and is located between 620695m above sea level. It is dated to late
Roman/early Byzantine period.
The method was scoring number of lines of
linear enamel hypoplasia for each tooth type.
The teeth were classified and examined for
one major pathological condition, linear
enamel hypoplasia. Analysis of variance
14

(ANOVA) between jaws and among tooth
type show that there is no significant
differences between the two jaws at the level
of P=0.05. The analysis of linear enamel
hypoplasia shows that the Natfieh people
had suffered from various types of stress
during their childhood, such as, nutritional
stresses. The archaeological evidence shows
that the people of Natfieh practiced
agriculture as a major economic resource.
Linear enamel hypoplasia was used as an
indicator for economic status of the people
of Natfieh. The study found that the high
percentage of this effect was in mandibular
canines which was 88.24% followed by
maxillary first incisors which was 88.23%.
Comparing Natfieh with other four
archaeological sites dated back to the same
period, the data show that the economic
condition of the people of Natfieh was
probably lower than the it was in the other
sites. Similar poor condition was found in
Waqqas, while Sa'ad had the best economic
condition. The relatively good conditions
was in Ya'mun. Yasieleh shows relatively
moderate conditions compared to the other
four sites.
Labortory Evaluation of Nanoparticles
for Consolidation of Limestone in the
Archaeoligical Site of Jerash

Ruba Al-Omary
Supervisors: Dr. Mustafa Al-Naddaf
Dr. Wassef Al-Sukhni
Limestone have been widely used in
construction of archaeological and heritage
structures in Jordan. These stone structures
are facing degradation due to many
deterioration factors.
Exposure to atmospheric conditions results
of deterioration in historic monuments.
Limestone conservation presents many
problems that have to be investigated in
detail. In this study, limestone deterioration
and development of its consolidation
treatments, by synthesizing nanosized
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particles of calcium hydroxide dispersed in
alcoholic medium, were investigated through
examination of limestone from the
archaeological site of Jersah and another
fresh sample. Many properties were
observed before and after the treatment, to
examine the performance of nanolime as a
consolidant. All of tests were conducted in
laboratory conditions.
When most of the conservation interventions
relied on the use of polymers, which were
later proven to be harmful for the stone,
nowadays a pressing demand is calling on
representing new smart materials by using
nanomaterials for architectural conservation;
due to their improved mechanical properties,
their
compatibility
as
consolidating

materials, and they obey the principle of
authenticity of historical monuments.
Results have shown that the application of
nanoparticles prepared in propanol-1,
significantly improved the mechanical
properties of the treated stone. Compressive
strength increased about 48% for
archaeological stone and 38% for fresh
stone, while the drilling increased by 500%
for fresh stone and 84% for archaeological
stone, it has no significant change on
porosity, although water uptake value (wvalue) decreased 20%.

News of the Faculty
EXHIBITION

THE ART OF THE ISLAMIC BOOK
FROM LEIDEN COLLECTIONS
With the cooperation between the
Netherlands Embassy of Jordan and
Yarmouk University, and the attendance of
the Netherlands ambassador, Mr. Paul Van
den Ijseel and the president of Yarmouk
University, Prof. Dr. Rifaat Faouri, Her
Royal Highness, Princess Dana Firas,
President of the Board of Petra National
Trust, opened the Exhibition of "The Art of
the Islamic Book from Leiden Collections:
Eastern Beauty in Reproductions" at the
Museum of Jordanian Heritage, Yarmouk
University on 9th 10, 2016.
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The Exhibition displayed copies of
manuscripts from the Islamic Art Collections
from Leiden University. It is an attestation
of the rich historic bonds between the
Netherlands and the Arab/Islamic world in
particular and East and West in general.
The exhibition presented a selection of the
collection of manuscripts of Leiden
University – that has been gathered by a
Dutch researcher who worked at the
university almost 400 years ago. Today this
collection has more than 4000 manuscripts
in Arabic and 2000 in Persian and Turkish.
Because of their fragile condition, the
manuscripts are reproduced on large panels
to be moved and exhibited in many countries
including Jordan.
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The collection of calligraphy and miniatures
sheds light on the unity and diversity of the
historical decorative patterns in the Islamic
world.
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OPENING OF THE PROJECT
Antiquities and Museums in Jordan in the Service of Values of Respect for
Cultural and Religious Diversity among School Students
Under the patronage of the Minister of
Education, and the presence of the French
Ambassador to Amman, Mr. David
Bertolotti, and President of Yarmouk
University, Prof Dr. Rifaat Faouri, the
Faculty of Archeology and Anthropology
organized the opening ceremony of the
project "Antiquities and Museums in Jordan
in the Service of Values of Respect for
Cultural and Religious Diversity among
School
Students".
The
project
is
implemented by the Faculty and the French
Embassy in Amman in cooperation with the
Jordan Ministry of Education.
Speaking at the opening ceremony,
Ambassador Bertolotti said that the French
government is aware of the importance of
preserving the cultural heritage of the world,
especially in the Middle East, which has
recently suffered from multiple political and
cultural disturbances. The cultural and world

heritage held recently in Abu Dhabi City
aims to provide international support for the
various cultural heritage sites in the Arab
region. He pointed to the importance of this
project in raising awareness among school
students towards the need to preserve the
cultural heritage of their country.
Prof. Faouri confirmed that the project aims
at integrate school students into the activities
organized by the Faculty of Archeology and
Anthropology in the field of preserving the
cultural heritage, and access to the exhibits
of the Museum of Jordanian Heritage, which
contributes to increasing students' awareness
of the need to understand other cultures
despite the differences. He pointed out that
the Arab region is rich in cultural diversity,
but it faces many political and cultural
challenges to preserve its cultural heritage.
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The Department of Epigraphy
Organizes a Workshop on
New Findings
in the Field of Epigraphy
On March 7th, 2017 fifteen scholars from
various
Jordanian
universities,
the
Department of Antiquities of Jordan and the
Ministry of Education came together to
discuss new findings in the field of
epigraphy.
A number of papers presented newly
uncovered inscriptions, mainly Old North
Arabian from the north-eastern badiah of
Jordan, but also late Aramaic inscriptions
from Zoar, Neo-Punic ostraca from Carthage
and old and recent Arabic inscriptions from
the badiah. Other papers tackled the dating
of the Safaitic inscriptions, and the
vocabulary of fauna and flora in them.
Special attention was paid in several papers
to linguistic questions, such as ancient
Egyptian vocabulary in the modern dialect
of northern Jordan and the Aramaic lexemes
in Safaitic inscriptions. Two further papers
tackled religious and social topics, in the
Safaitic and Hatran inscriptions.

CONFERENCES
- Prof. Dr. Khaled al-Bashaireh participated
in the conference of General Union of Arab
Archaeologists,
held
in
Mansoura
University\Egypt from 5th to 9th 11, 2016. He
presented a paper deals with an inscription
of a date to 451 of Bostra calendar which
was used to date the Cathedral of Umm elJimal archaeological site, Jordan to AD 556.
The fallen inscription was found on the
Cathedral’s floor near the apse; therefore, it
was suggested that it belongs to the apse
arch. This paper aims to examine the
correctness of this date by radiocarbon
dating organic inclusions collected from the
mortar of the Cathedral’s apse. In addition, it
characterizes the mortar by X-ray diffraction
and microscopic analyses. The mortar
samples appeared lime-based, ashy and of a
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high charcoal content. The results showed
that the radiocarbon date included the date of
the inscription and indicated that the
inscription belongs to the Cathedral and
dates it correctly. The results indicate that
building the Cathedral was part of a general
trend of increased building activities of
churches in the region during the period
between AD 550 and 650.
- Prof. Dr. Mohammad al-Shunnaq
participated in the conference Arab
Anthropology in a Half Century, which was
held in Biskra, Algeria between 10th to 13th
4, 2017. His paper was entitled Towards an
Arab Anthropological School for Studying
the Arab Societies.
- Mr. Yousuf al-Zou'bi participated in the
International Conference of Tourism and
Archaeology: Ponds with the Private Sector
which was held at an-Najah National
University, Nablus-Palestine between 10th –
11th 7, 2017. He presented, by Skype, a
paper
on
Field
Photography
and
Documentation in Archaeology.

LECTURES
Many lectures have been organized by the
Committee of Seminars and Lectures at the
Faculty of Archaeology and Anthropology
as following:
- Jerusalem in the UNESCO Resolutions: the
Legal and Religious Right, by Dr. Wasef
Kilani from the Royal Center for Jerusalem
Studies.
- Records of Nablus Municipality during the
Ottoman Period, by Dr. Hind Abu ashSha'ar from Al al-Bait University.
- The Arab City in the Time of Globalization,
by Dr. Aseel Sawalha, New York
University.
- The Threatened Antiquities in the Times of
Crises, by Dr. Munther Jamhawi, Director
General of the Department of Antiquities.
- Arial Photography in Archaeology and
Tourism, by Dr. Mohammad al-Jarrah.
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- The Ottoman Municipality of Jerusalem:
How to Reconstruct the History of a
Forgotten Urban Institution, by Dr. Falistin
Naili, Ifpo.

News of the Faculty

a collection of books as a donation to the
library of the Faculty of Archaeology and
Anthropology, which they were received by
Prof. Abdel Hakim al Husban. The initiative
came after a visit earlier this year by the
Mexican ambassador to Yarmouk University
in order to discuss ways of cooperation
between both sides.

The Brazilian Ambassador Visits
the Faculty of Archeology and Anthropology

His Excellency the Brazilian Ambassador to
Amman Francisco Luz visited the Faculty of
Archaeology and Anthropology at Yarmouk
University. His visit included a meeting with
the Dean of the Faculty Prof. Abdel Hakim
al Husban and a long tour at the Museum of
Jordanian Heritage.

This donation
included
books
on
ethnography, cultural anthropology and
physical anthropology, which will provide
the library of the Faculty with up-to-date
references in the field of anthropology.

A Spanish Delegation Visits the Faculty of
Archaeology and Anthropology

The visit aimed at developing the
cooperation between the Faculty and the
cultural attaché in the Brazilian Embassy,
especially in the exchange of visits of the
researchers and students in the field of
anthropological studies.
On other hand, the two sides agreed to
organize an exhibition that includes
photographs and ethnographic exhibits that
feature the cultural richness and diversity of
life in Brazil.
Books Donation
from the Mexican Embassy

His Excellency Enrique Rojo Stein, the
Mexican Ambassador to Amman, presented

A Spanish delegation from the Escuela De
Arte De Oviedo (the Higher School of Art
and Design) and the Escuela Superior de
Arte de Asturias (the Higher School of Art
of Asturias) in Spain visited the Faculty of
Archaeology and Anthropology on 9th April,
2017. The visit aimed at exploring the
possibilities to launch the cooperation with
the
Faculty
of
Archaeology
and
Anthropology in the fields of preservation
and restoration, as well as cooperation in the
preservation of the exhibits displayed at the
Museum of Jordanian Heritage.
During his meeting with the delegation,
Prof. Abdel Hakim al Husban explained the
potentials and broad prospects for any
possible cooperation, welcoming any future
partnership with the Spanish team.
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Academic Appointments

News of the Faculty Members

- Prof. Dr. Hani Hayajneh was appointed
dean of the Faculty of Archaeology and
Anthropology.

- Prof. Dr. Nabil Bader spends a sabbatical
leave for the 2017/2018 academic year.

- Prof. Dr. Mohammad al-Shunnaq was
appointed dean of the Faculty of Tourism
and Hotel Management.
- Prof. Dr. Khaled al Bashaireh was
reappointed vice dean of the Faculty of
Archaeology and Anthropology.
- Dr. Maher Tarboush was appointed head of
the Department of Archaeology.
- Dr. Omar al-Ghul was appointed head of
the Department of Epigraphy.
- Dr. Ali Khwaileh was reappointed head of
the Department of Anthropology.
- Dr. Wasef al Sekhaneh was appointed head
of the Department of Conservation and
Management of Cultural Resources.
- Dr. Abd al-Rahim Ahmad was reassigned
dean assistant for Quality Assurance Affairs
of the Faculty of Archaeology and
Anthropology.
- Mr. Mohammad Jaradat was reappointed
curator of the Museum of Jordanian
Heritage.
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- Dr. Khaled al Bashaireh was promoted to
the rank of professor at the Department of
Archaeology.
- Dr. Lamia al-Khoury was promoted to the
rank of professor at the Department of
Archaeology.
- Dr. Ahmed al-Shorman was promoted to
the rank of associate professor at the
Department of Archaeology.
- Dr. Mahmoud al-Naamneh spends an
unpaid leave for the 2017/2018 academic
year.
- Dr. Khedr al-Otoum was appointed
assistant professor at the Department of
Anthropology.

